
“In Six Bits, author Michael Ringering weaves a fantastic tale of human emotion, sweeping
the reader along with crisp narrative and surprising twists. This book is not to be missed!”

-Michael E. Haskew, Editor, WWII Magazine, Author of: De Gaulle: Lessons in 
Leadership from the Defiant General

“This book wore me out – in a thrilling and unsuspecting way! Just when you think you have
the plot figured out, author Michael Ringering sends you careening down a different path.
The story is an incredible look at how some forget those things most important in life, and the
price they’re willing to pay to keep their family together. A wonderful read.”

-Jed Mescon, news anchor, WRCB-TV, Chattanooga, Tenn.

“A heart-warming tale that weaves the threads of love and forgiveness throughout its pages.
Long after the last word was read, I continued to relive the journey of redemption that 
unfolds within the pages.”

-Dr. Christie Kleinmann, assistant professor, Lee University, Cleveland, Tenn.

“A page-turner that takes the reader on an exciting and emotional rollercoaster ride. You will
be surprised and overwhelmed with the outcome.”

-Rachel Oesch, former news anchor, WDEF-TV, Chattanooga, Tenn.

“Six Bits is a story that immediately draws the reader into the lives of each character and
keeps your attention throughout.”

-LaTrice Currie, news anchor, WRCB-TV, Chattanooga, Tenn. $16.95 U.S.
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Jack London Clarke has just issued a stunning ultimatum to his wife. Following a damaging
confrontation over his suspected infidelity, he prepares to flee his suburban Chicago estate
when a knock upon the front door delivers a most unlikely character, who sends Jack’s 
personal life spinning out of control.

Consumed by a life of entitlement, excess and temptation, Jack has grown ignorant to his
own moral decay and his hardened heart has pushed the three women who love him most to
the brink. When his family turns up missing, he is forced to face the reality of his ways, and
the realization that the life he once had, but never knew, may be lost forever.

With a rejuvenated thirst for his family’s forgiveness and with only a mysterious telegram,
improbable email, and antique newspaper as his guides, Jack is thrust into an epic, unsus-
pecting journey of redemption and self-discovery. 

Searching in a culture long past, he stumbles upon a group of welcoming strangers who 
reintroduce him to those things in life which are most important. Only when Jack confronts
the skeletons of his own past and empties his soul of the scars of a debauched childhood can
he hope of ever seeing his family again. 

With vivid detail and a keen sense for compelling dialogue, Michael Ringering 
delivers in his debut novel an emotional and passionate account of one man’s quest
for redemption. Learn more about Six Bits at www.michaelringering.com


